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Cayman Islands Fast Facts
 The Cayman Islands were discovered in 1503

by Christopher Columbus and originally named
Tortugas—Spanish for Turtles

Cayman Activity Guide Fast Facts
 Every establishment you see in Activity Guide has
undergone our extensive evaluation process. We
bring you only what we deem to be the very best.
 CaymanActivityGuide.com is mobile friendly - with

every portable device - not just iphone. No app’s to
download for lowest roaming costs and full access
to all current information, maps and reservations.

 We PAY YOU for every reservation made through

our website. Book any restaurant in Cayman or
any activity in this issue and receive $5 (value)
with every booking.

Relax, Breathe,
Slow Down...
If you rush through your
vacation at the same pace
as everyday life, it will be
over before you have an
opportunity to enjoy it

Above & Below the Sea
to the ultimate marine adventures

Geology played a key role in
fashioning the Cayman Islands
into one of the most sought-after
watersports destinations in the
world. Residing atop the peak
of a sheer submerged mountain
range, the islands are surrounded
by the Cayman Trench. The
northern edges of the trench
form a massive wall known as
the Cayman Ridge, which plunges dramatically to depths
exceeding 25,000 feet making it the deepest point in the
Caribbean sea. This drop off (or ‘wall’) commences its vertical descent approximately 100 yards from shore where
depths range from 40 - 60 feet.
North of the Cayman Ridge, the sea again becomes progressively deeper, creating the Yucatan Basin. Thus, the islands
are completely surrounded by a series of abysmal undersea
walls on all sides. This unique confluence of geomorphic
features is responsible for the existence of the famous Cayman walls and drop-offs. The walls, together with such factors as climate, sea temperature, underwater currents and
the islands topography, form the basis of Cayman’s uniquely
complex and multifaceted tapestry of underwater life.

Stingray City

Escape to a world where gentle giants soar like eagles and
reality exceeds even the most vivid imagination. Capture
the magic of Stingray City where you will be mesmerized
by the antics and charm of these fascinating gentle giants.
Two Stingray City locations were inadvertently created in
the early 1900’s as fishermen returning to port anchored
in the calm waters of Grand Cayman’s north sound to clean

Stingray City Tips
 If SCUBA diving at Stingray City, wear at least
20% additional weight. Relax comfortably on the
sandy bottom and enjoy the show.
Get Photos! All of our recommended operators offer photo and video services but call ahead to book
your shoots.

The Sea Beckons...
We are all intrinsically
drawn to the ocean; it is
there from whence we
came, and ultimately so
shall we return
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their catch, casting unused bait overboard. Southern Stingrays, who hunt
by sense of smell quickly discovered
these new ‘restaurants’ where they
now dine primarily on squid provided
by visiting divers and snorkelers.
Ideal for extended diving and snorkeling, both locations are located in
shallow water. Stingray City averages 12 feet in depth while Sandbar
is slightly shallower with depths ranging from 3-10 feet.
Collectively, they are frequented by dozens of friendly
stingrays every day who are eager to make your acquaintance and find out what you brought for them to eat.
Consistently ranked as “the best shallow dive in the
world” by most diving websites and magazines, if ever
there was a true “must-do” for water enthusiasts, this is it.

Feature Tour

Soto’s Cruises

Escape the crowds and enjoy an
action packed fun filled adventure
with the most customer service oriented company you’ve ever imagined. Their fun and educational 2 ¾
hour snorkel trip to world famous
Stingray City and Coral Gardens
is sure to be the highlight of your
vacation as you interact with and
learn about the history and behavior of these fascinating
gentle giants.
Enjoy beauty and diversity galore at some
of the most pristine
reefs in the world thriving with marine
life, while snorkeling
at Coral Gardens. Here
where you will encounter hundreds of unique species of colorful tropical fish,
corals, sponges, eels and much more.
Soto’s Cruises offers tremendous value! Their low all inclusive rate includes R/T transfers anywhere from Georgetown
to Seven Mile Beach; snorkel gear, life vests, water, fruit
punch and plenty of food for the stingrays.
They take small groups
aboard their spacious
40’ fully appointed
custom snorkel boat
with every amenity,
including all safety
equipment and clean
rest rooms. Their
highly knowledgeable, friendly staff provide full instruction and assistance, assuring a safe, fun and educational experience. SotosCruises.Com • Scruises@candw.ky
Book direct and mention Activity Guide: Call 945-4576
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Feature Tour

NEW George’s Eco Tour
George’s crowd-free five-stop
eco-tour is the ultimate snorkeling adventure in the Cayman Islands! Taking only twelve
guests max, the tour includes all
of Cayman’s most popular ecosystems: Stingray City, Starfish
Point, Barrier Reef, Rum Point
and Mangrove Forests.

Begin by setting out on their fast
custom snorkel boat to Stingray City Sandbar, where their
fun and professional guides will show you how to interact
with dozens of playful Stingrays. With no more than twelve
guests you are assured of maximum time with the stingrays
& highly personalized service.
Next stop, snorkeling
at world famous Barrier Reef, where you
will see hundreds of
species of tropical fish,
marine life and corals.
Life jackets and snorkel
gear are provided on
this and all stops, as
well as snorkel lessons for beginners.
After snorkeling, you will be taken to Rum Point, where you
can relax on the beach, enjoy a drink, and have the opportunity to buy yourself lunch at the Rum Point beach-side restaurant and bar!
Following Rum
Point, is Mangrove
forest, where you
will learn about
how this delicate
ecosystem plays
a vital role to Cayman’s environment. You will see
birds like egrets and herons, and possibly even the rare
native Cayman Parrot.
The last stop on this action packed tour is Starfish Point.
Here you will see multiple star fish and be taught the ecologically responsibly
way to handle them,
all in the shallow waters off a quiet and
very pristine beach.
Finally you will enjoy an exhilarating
ride across the north
sound on your way back to port.
Tour includes all snorkel and safety gear and many perks,
free transfers and unlimited adventure.
This tour sells out very quickly—Make reservations early!
GeorgesWatersports.ky | Phone 923-7078 or 922-0844
Stingray Photos by Ellen Cuylaerts | EllenCuylaerts.com
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Scuba Diving

Animated like a sea of dreams painted over a moving canvas,
the waters surrounding the Cayman Islands offer beauty and
splendor, in excess of even the most discriminating expectations.
Begin your day with a 2-tank morning dive. The first dive is
typically a guided wall dive with a maximum depth of 100 feet
for 20 minutes. Most operators allow computer diving which
can extend your bottom time considerably. If you do not own
a dive computer, they are available for rent at most dive shops
for under US$20/day. Operators charge by the trip and not
by your bottom time, so a computer can quickly return your
investment through longer dives.
There will usually be a 40-60 foot sandy bottom under the
boat; this is a good place to get oriented, fine tune your buoy-
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ancy, check your gauges & camera/
video equipment and make sure your
buddy is comfortable. Your journey
to the wall will commence through
or over tunnels, chutes and caverns
populated with lobster, shrimp, crab
and copious species of fish and bottom dwellers. Look (but do not reach)
into little nooks and crannies along
the way and you may spot a moray
eel gazing back at you.
Once you reach the wall, maintain an ongoing vigil for Spotted
Eagle Rays who soar gracefully like immense butterflies
in slow motion. While they
can be spotted virtually any
time, they are particularly
prevalent during summer
months along the walls of
the north side. Turtles and
(occasionally) several species of sharks can also be spotted
swimming along the wall.
Black coral can be found near depths of 100ft. usually under
outcroppings or inside tunnels; soft and bush-like, it will appear
light brown or white in color. Do not touch it! Black coral is very
delicate and grows a mere inch every 2-3 years.
As you make your way back to the boat you will have an opportunity to explore the top of the wall in depths of 40-60ft.
Here, you will find a vast biodiversity of fish, soft corals, fans
and sponges to capture your intrigue right up to your very last
(continued)

Feature Dive Op

Eden Rock Diving Ctr.

The most accessible shore diving and newly remodeled PADI
5 Star Center makes Eden Rock
Diving Center your one stop shop
for all of your shore diving, training
and equipment rental needs, for
diving and snorkeling.
Located in central George Town just 20 yards PAST Paradise Dive
- Eden Rock is uniquely situated
to offer the easiest shore entry
and most convenient access to
Photo: Alex Mustard
some of Grand Cayman’s most
spectacular reefs. Just inches from their expansive dive ladder
lie Eden Rock and Devil’s Grotto, which are among the most
highly photographed reefs in the world.
Eden Rock offers guided shore diving, complete equipment
rental and all levels of training. As training specialists, they
offer some of the most highly trained and experience dive
instructors on the island.
Be sure to include a dive or snorkel at Eden Rock in your shore
diving itinerary and make them your go-to shop for all diving
and snorkeling training and equipment.
Located in George Town, Map 4P-21 | Phone 949-7243

See Coupon section for Special Savings!
Photo Tip Bring your wide angle lens and at least one
external strobe. Get as close as possible to your subject and
turn strobes off for anything further than 4 feet.
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Feature Dive Op

Living the Dream
TWO NEW BOATS! Divers

With boats that could easily accommodate over a dozen divers,
they limit their trips to 8 to provide the level of intimate service
they feel their guests deserve.
Their brand new 36’ custom Newton dive boat offers a spacious dive platform and every photographer’s dream—with
a dedicated camera
rinse tank & table, fully
enclosed cabin with
battery chargers, laptops, video editing
equipment, comfortable upstairs seating
and dry storage. On
board amenities include defog, fish ID
cards, sunscreen, hair
every conceivable amenity
conditioner, fresh water showers, filtered drinking water, delicious snacks like home
baked cookies and cupcakes (when possible), full safety gear,
fresh towels, state of the art stereo system, barbecue, dining
utensils, and much more!
NEW! Cayman’s only PADI 5 Star IDC Center with a boutique
retail store in the heart
of Seven Mile Beach
in Cayman Falls (map
3/C-6). Their full service
dive shop is perfect for
gifts, Living The Dream
merchandise, snorkel
gear, Go Pro rentals and
fun gifts. Open 9-5pm
Grand Cayman’s boutique dive operation–husband & wife team Liz & Gary provide
exceptional personal service with attention to even the smallest detail, treating every guest as royalty.
They offer daily 2 tank AM and PM trips, night dives & private
charters. All dives are personally guided and include transfers,
free computer use for maximum
bottom time, fresh towels, snacks,
fruit, refreshments and absolutely
no crowds.
Learn to dive with their daily
Discover Scuba introductory
resort courses or complete your
e-Learning certifications and
open water referral in the warm
Caribbean. Their trips are safe,
fun, friendly and professional.
Give them a call to meet at their
new PADI 5 Star Dive Resort shop in Cayman Falls shopping center, across from the Westin. Stock up on Living the
Dream brand t-shirts, hats, sweat shirts and souvenir items.
If you miss out, give them a call or e-mail them at Dive@
LTDdivers.com and they’ll ship it to you.
Customized trips for guests include many unique features like
on board BBQs, extended profiles and personally guided dives.
You can not only max out your bottom time but they stay in
the water with you until the last diver is ready to surface. This
is customer dedication to the extreme!
See Coupon Section for Special Savings | Call 526-3483
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Feature Dive Op

Neptune’s Divers

Personal Service and Freedom!
Neptune’s Divers specifically
cater to individuals and small
groups seeking personal attention as well as diving freedom,
by only taking only a maximum
of eight divers.
Diving Grand Cayman for 22+
years, their fun and highly-experienced staff will guide your
dives, sharing their knowledge
and love of the underwater
realm and it’s inhabitants. Alternately, guests may buddy dive
and explore at their own pace.
Computer friendly, they afford maximum bottom times.
Neptune’s offers two-tank trips twice daily departing at
9:00am and 1:00pm.
They dive the best sites on the West, North and South sides
of the island from their fast, comfortable and fully appointed 30 foot Custom Island Hopper and 36 foot Crusader.
Private half and full day charters are available.
Free shuttle for accommodations along 7 Mile Beach.
Introductory dives, certification & referral divers welcome!
Complete rental gear available, including camera & video.
Whether you are an experienced diver or just ready to go
for your 1st underwater adventure, let Neptune’s Divers
make your vacation a vacation to remember!
Phone: 925-3990 or 945-3990 www NeptunesDivers.com
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second of bottom time.
After an appropriate surface interval, your second dive will usually
be 40-60ft at a reef or shipwreck.
Ask your dive operator about diving the Kittiwake shipwreck. This
magnificent 250 foot retired US rescue vessel rests in the
Northwest Point marine park at 65 feet. Most dive operators
offer a choice between a guided or buddy dive on your second
dive; the latter allowing experienced divers to explore their
individual interests at their own pace.
On the sandy bottom you may encounter conch, flounder,
garden eels and hermit crabs. Small holes & crevices frequently
house eel, shrimp, crab, octopus and lobster. Look for outcroppings and overhangs to swim
under; they are often occupied
by tarpon, grouper, silverside and
other fish seeking shade and shelter. Shine your light along the top
and inside walls to reveal sponges,
corals, algae and tunicates in a
sparkling array of vibrant colors. Tube sponges are often home
to tiny shrimp and goby fish. Brittle star, cowrie and nudibranch
often inhabit sponges, sea fans and many species of coral.
Continuing your ascent along the side of the reef as the
sunlight gradually intensifies,
you will notice an increase in
the spectrum of color. Fish,
corals, sponges and fans impart their true resounding
brilliance. Listen to the soft
sublime sounds of the clicking snapping shrimp and the parrot fish pecking away
methodically at the hard corals. Back away several feet
and cogitate the simple complexity transpiring before you.
Thousands of diverse organisms attaining together as one
single remarkable entity—the living reef!

Diving Fast Facts
 Corals, which resemble colorful rocks and plants
are actually vast colonies of tiny animals.
 Water temperature averages 78of in the winter
and 84of during summer months.
 Horizontal Visibility is typically 100 feet or more.
 Over 400 species of ish and 100 unique species
of corals inhabit Cayman’s reefs.
 Under most circumstances in the Cayman Islands,
the maximum allowable depth is 130 feet.
 Turtles are air breathing reptiles who must surface every hour or so to breath. Look for them resting
on the surface in between dives.
 Some dive companies add a 10-15% service
charge to your bill. Check with your dive company
about any additional charges before booking any
dive services.
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Shore diving provides easy
access to spectacular reefs,
walls, caverns and shipwrecks. Just steps from
most hotels lie colorful
fish and interesting reef
formations. For more excitement, Eden Rock and
Devil’s Grotto feature myriad chutes and caverns at depths
of 40-60’, usually occupied by tarpon, silverside and many
tropical fish and corals. Eden Rock offers marked buoys, rental
equipment, easy access ladder, showers and rinse facilities.
The wreck of the Cali, Smith Cove and Cemetery Reef in
West Bay are good beginner sites, while Babylon in Northside is one of the top rated sites for advanced divers. See
our Dive & Snorkel map for all the best locations.

Diving Tips
 Fire coral appears in many intricate forms. However, it delivers a painful sting upon contact with skin.
Vinegar or isopropyl alcohol will help alleviate the
pain; hydrocortisone cream relieves itching.
Always begin your dive at the maximum depth and
gradually ascend throughout your dive.
Bring a dive light to see the true brilliant colors of
soft corals and explore crevices
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Eden Rock offers close proximity
to the most popular shore diving sites at Eden Rock, Paradise
Reef and Devil’s Grotto. Their
easy entry access is less than 20
yards to expansive caverns and a
profusion of hundreds of species
of fish and corals.
Smith Cove affords easy beach
access to a vibrant 40-60ft reef
leading directly to the wall, beginning its descent roughly 100 yards from shore.
Night diving unveils the mystique of exotic creatures often
concealed or dormant during the
day. Octopus, lobster, crabs and
eels spring to life as coral polyps
outreach to feed on worms and plankton. Don’t miss this
opportunity to experience a truly enigmatic transformation.
Submarine diving offers a dry and effortless means of
exploring the clandestine depths of Cayman’s splendor.
Atlantis offers the greatest diversity of tours with fully
submersible vessels for day and night tours. With their brilliant lights, spacious viewing ports and brilliant narration,
you will gain an even greater awareness than most divers,
without even getting wet!

Feature Shipwreck

USS Kittiwake

With January 2013 marking the
Kittiwake’s three year anniversary, this magnificent undersea
monument is proving highly
appealing to local sea life and divers alike. The passing of a strong
nor’wester several months ago
left Kittiwake in an almost perfectly vertical position at a maximum depth of approximately 60
feet. With the uppermost deck a
mere 10 feet from the surface, Kittiwake is one of the largest
snorkel friendly shipwrecks in the world!
Main deck features include a rec room, mess hall, workshop and
recompression chambers. Lower decks have crew quarters, sick
bay, engine room and many nautical holds and equipment to
explore. Snorkelers can see the top decks, peer down smokestacks and even see into many of the holds. Kittiwake is 250’long
with 5 decks towering near 50’. Her crows nest, mast and large
stern frame were refitted to reduce height and allow easy access
for exploring; all other decks are in tact and accessible. All Activity Guide recommended dive operators offer Kittiwake dives.
Shipwrecks render a bridge
from past to future as their
slow decay affords birth
to new living reef; shelter
from the open sea for all
living creatures to share
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Marine Ecology

The phenomenon of extravagant beauty within the undersea world is the product of millions of years of evolution.
Sadly, during our relatively brief tenure on this planet, we
as a species have severely damaged almost 90% of the
world’s reefs and completely destroyed over 25%. While
recreational diving is not the leading cause of destruction,
it is certainly a contributing factor. Whenever entering
the ocean, please exercise great caution in not creating a
negative impact on this remarkably delicate environment.
Please, take only pictures, keep only memories, leave only bubbles.

Marine Ecology Fast Facts
 It t akes 5 to 10 thousand years for a fully developed reef system to evolve.
 Pollution, over ishing, nutrient runoff and nefarious
diving practices are the principal causes of destruction.
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Snorkeling

Snorkeling provides a fast, easy and very affordable means
of putting you directly in touch with Cayman’s majestic
underwater world. A mask and fins is all you need to participate in this fun, educational and highly rewarding activity.
If you have not snorkeled before, begin
in the shallow water of a sandy beach.
Always snorkel with a buddy, and help
each other as you don your mask and
fins on a calm beach in waist-deep water. Practice clearing the snorkel with
a fast exhale and lie motionless as you
gain confidence in your ability to float
effortlessly on the surface.
As you venture out to deeper water,
be mindful of currents and keep a
watchful eye on your point of entry. Darker areas below the surface
usually denote the presence of a
reef, sometimes only several feet
below the surface. Here you will find
myriad species of colorful fish, corals, sponges and much more. Take
three deep breaths (and no more),
holding the third breath and dive down for a closer look at
the fascinating creatures below. DO NOT TOUCH ANYTHING!
There are many fish and corals which deliver a painful (and
sometimes toxic) sting.
Good snorkeling can be found in
the waters off virtually any resort or
condo on Seven Mile Beach. More
popular spots include Cemetery
Beach, Public Beach, Cali Wreck,
Smith Cove, Eden Rock and Devil’s
Grotto, Northwest Point in West Bay and Old Man Bay in
Northside. Refer to map 5 to easily locate these and many
other easily accessible snorkel sites.

Snorkel Tips
 If you become tired, loat on your back and relax,
you will not sink in seawater
Saliva will help prevent your mask from fogging
Always use a surface loat for comfort & safety

Go Beyond..
An o t h e r w o rl d o f i n trigue, discover y and
endless fascination lies
just beneath the surface;
to travel to this world you
need only leave the shore
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Feature Eco Tour

Bioluminescence Tours
The Ultimate Bioluminescence
Bay (bio bay) Tour

George’s Watersports offers a
unique once in a life-time experience that you can’t miss!
Their bioluminescent boat and
(optional) swim tour will leave you speechless as you see
millions of bright sparkles through crystal clear waters at
night in Cayman’s most brilliant bioluminescent bay.
Take a quick crowd-free twenty minute boat ride to the bioluminescent bay where you will be given the opportunity to
swim and snorkel right inside the bio bay. George takes only
thirteen guests to maximize their superior personal service.
George’s Watersports provides snorkels and masks that you
can use to see millions of bright bioluminescent sparkles
directly in front of your eyes in the calm waters of the bioluminescent bay.
You do not have to go into the water if you prefer to watch
the action from the comfort of their spacious boat.
They offer free pickup from your hotel/condo, and only
take small groups, guaranteeing never more than 10 guests
per tour.
For the most diverse, educational, affordable and fun bioluminescence adventures, contact George’s Watersports.
GeorgesWatersports.ky | Phone 923-7078 or 922-0844

Feature Activity

Paddle Board Rental
Affordable and Dependable!
George’s Stand Up Paddle Board
(SUPB) Rental offer the most affordable and reliable stand up
paddle board rental service in the
Cayman Islands.

Their service is quick and easy; all
you have to do is call them and
request the number of stand up
paddle boards that you would
like to rent. Georges SUPB will
deliver the board(s) to wherever
you are staying and when you are done, they will collect
the board(s) from you. Their boards are super light-weight,
and are of the highest quality; service is fast and reliable;
and their rates are the most affordable on the island.
Once they deliver the stand up paddle boards to you, you
are free to keep it in your condo/apartment/ hotel room
and use it whenever you please. Their most popular rental
duration is weekly—rent a board for the whole week to
keep your friends and family entertained for your entire
stay in Grand Cayman.
Minimal rental time is one full day (24 hours).
For the lowest paddle board rental rates, contac t George’s Stand Up Paddle Board Rentals.
GeorgesWatersports.ky | Phone 923-7078 or 922-0844
See coupon section for special discounts on stand up
paddle board rentals
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Wet & Wild

Every conceivable water toy is available for rent at all of the
major Seven Mile Beach resorts. Waverunners, parasailing,
water skiing, kayaks, electric and peddle boats, hobi crafts,
water tricycles and myriad flotation devices. Adventurous
water enthusiasts seeking to explore beyond the surf line
of Seven Mile Beach have many other options available.
With waverunner doubles averaging $200.00 per hour
at resorts, you may want to consider a full or half day
rental from Cayman Waverunners for a fraction of the
cost—less, with Activity Guide coupons. Visit Cayman’s
most popular water accessible attractions, including Rum
Point, Stingray City, mangroves and restaurants.
Realize comparable savings and freedom to explore the most
exciting water accessible attractions by booking directly with
our recommended operators. Everything from dive and snorkel trips to waverunner guided tours—all at the most affordable rates and free of crowds, just a phone call or e-mail away.
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Feature Tour

Atlantis Submarines
A Unique Experience in a Real
Submarine! While the Cayman
Islands are world famous for
idyllic diving conditions, Cayman
also offers visitors a one-of-akind opportunity to dive without
actually getting wet. How is this
possible, you ask? With Atlantis!

Providing several excursion options,
Atlantis Submarine Grand Cayman offers its guests priceless
views of Cayman’s reef and marine life, without their actually
having to get wet. On each 90 minute trip, the Atlantis XI carries
guests to depths of 100 feet on Cayman’s only real submarine,
all in air-conditioned comfort. The spacious cabin of this 48 passenger submarine takes visitors through immense coral canyons,
while specially trained tour guides point out the many species of
tropical fish that make their home in Cayman’s National Marine
Park. From this unique vantage, passengers have a clear view of
the enormous schools of multi-colored tropical fish swimming
alongside the submarine.

While seeing Cayman’s underwater life during the daytime
is a magnificent experience itself, Atlantis also offers night
excursions on the Atlantis XI submarine. The night tour
gives guests an up close look at rare fish and striking coral
formations not easily visible during the day. And without
the bright sunlight above, the reef’s rainbow of colors
becomes more vivid and exotic at night. A smooth ride
along with the amazing clarity of Cayman’s water is sure to
amaze even the most seasoned traveller. As the Atlantis XI
produces 20,000 watts of light to illuminate the sea floor,
passengers will be awed by their clear views of enormous
barrel sponges and star corals.
Atlantis Submarine offers an
ideal opportunity for visitors
to Grand Cayman to appreciate
the island’s pristine marine life
without actually getting in the
water or having to lug around
heavy diving equipment. Let the
professionals at Atlantis Submarine take you for a dive –
they promise you won’t get wet!
As your captain maneuvers the Observatory to various
locations, you will view an abundance of marine life
and even a historic shipwreck, all through very large
windows. Throughout your tour, a guide will provide an
informative yet entertaining narration, in an interactive
setting while answering any questions you may have.
Located in George Town, Map F/19. Call 949–7700
See Coupon Section for Special Savings!
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Feature Tour

Atlantis Night Dive

As evening descends upon the
reef creatures, corals and colors
arise. At night the underwater
world undergoes an enigmatic
transformation, revealing nocturnal fish in predatory mode; corals
with their polyps open reflecting
a kaleidoscope of colors; and
many fascinating creatures and activity not seen during
the day. When the sun sets and moods change, this is the
most sophisticated and intimate experience imaginable.
Take a relaxed ferry ride to the submarine as the sun
sets the mood with soft shore lighting providing the
backdrop scenery to the start of your evening adventure. At the dive sites the sea is dark but 20,000 watts
of underwater lighting illuminate the most sensational
evening entertainment you could ever imagine.
Once the Submarine hatches
are closed and your night dive
descent begins, your adrenaline
doesn’t know quite what to do,
as initially there is nothing to see.
But within several minutes as the
submarine nears to within 20 feet
of the bottom, the reef slowly
comes into view. As the pilot
sets the depth—within 6 feet of
the reef, the corals’ opened polyps and sponges begin to reflect
a full spectrum of colors back to
you in the submarine. At this point, the nocturnal predatory
fish also become visible, scouring the reefs by the lights of
the submarine for unwary daytime fish asleep in crevasses
of the coral. These fish will usually follow the submarine
throughout the tour, providing distraction and excitement.
Throughout your 45 minute underwater experience, their
tour guide provides commentary on the fascinating underwater world at night, in a humorous and entertaining fashion.
They regularly schedule two departures between 7pm and
8pm to accommodate your preference of an early or late
dinner. The entire tour lasts 1.5 hours so you can choose
to have an early dinner and late dive; or an early dive and
a later dinner. Whatever your expectations may be for a
perfect and elegant Cayman Islands evening adventure, the
Atlantis submarine night dive is sure to meet and exceed
even the most discriminating tastes.
Located in George Town, Map F/19. Call 949–7700
See coupon section for special savings.

Parasailing Tips
 Book direct and save with Parasailing Professionals. Their highly-trained staff will ly you single,
double or triple to heights of 400 - 450 ft. Call them
at 916-2953 for free beach pickup.
Bring coupon for special discounts!
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Feature Tour

Cayman Waverunner
Adventures

Excitement and intrigue converge
as you tour the most spectacular
sites accessible by sea. Jet ski to
Stingray City, pristine mangroves, remote getaways, shipwrecks, snorkeling, exotic reefs and much more. Let their
professional guides do the navigating and narrating, leaving
you free to cruise along enjoying the scenery and attractions.
Tour at a comfortable pace and learn about the many creatures and delicate balance of Cayman’s mangrove wetlands
or jet off to play with the stingrays at Sandbar. Tour Rum
Point and Kaibo by sea and visit famous Starfish Point. Whatever your preference, Cayman Waverunner tours are sure
to excite, awe and educate riders of all levels of experience.
Nature enthusiasts will find their waverunner Mangrove Eco
Tours particularly memorable and rewarding.
Cayman Waverunner Adventures are guided by waverunner
professionals with decades experience in Cayman waters.
They carry all necessary safety and communication equipment to ensure fun and safe tours for riders of all ages.
Due to their very affordable rates, unique tours and small
personal groups this is a very popular tour! Make your reservations as far in advance as possible to participate in this
fun and rewarding activity.
Free transfers to Seven Mile Beach and George Town areas.
Call 949-6672 | See coupon section for special discount!

to the best dining & entertainment

Dining in the Cayman Islands is as extensive as it is diverse.
With over 200 restaurants to choose from, selecting the
ones best suited to your individual taste and budget can
prove more than a little daunting. But never fear Activity
Guide is here! We evaluate every restaurant and perform
a very extensive screening process, then recommend only
those we consider to offer the
absolute highest value—the
places we take our friends and
family. In addition to our evaluations and personal preferences
we factor in feedback and reviews from our website, where many of our 100,000+
members have voiced their opinions. With something as
important as our readers’ dining experiences we leave
little to chance.
We strive to encompass a balanced
spectrum of Cayman’s most outstanding eateries in all price ranges.
Our goal is to arm you with enough
current, accurate and concise information to derive the absolute
highest value from every meal, without having to waste
valuable vacation time researching endless directories of
virtually every restaurant on the island. Your utter satisfaction is our ultimate goal in helping to make this the best
vacation you’ve ever had. Should you require personal
assistance with dining or anything else, feel free to call us
at 947-5431. We’re always here to help in any way we can.
With all of that said, Bon Appétit and on with the show!
Traditional local dishes were derived primarily from West
Indian and Jamaican cuisine, including: currie, jerk, stewed
goat, ox tail, turtle, rice & beans and plenty of fresh locally
caught seafood. Today, more contemporary and upscale
dishes are more prevalent, with many restaurants incor-

Dining Tip
 Many establishments add a 15% gratuity to your
bill. Check your tab carefully and also note whether
you are paying in US or CI dollars.

to Christmas & New Year 2017

Christmas Lights Tour

From mid December and well into January, you can marvel
at elaborate light and theatrical displays that rival any major
city in the world. Using map 1 for your road guide, start in
George Town and follow along South Sound to Savannah.
The two most spectacular productions are usually found
directly across the street from Sunset House and across
from South Shore Condos in Spotts, just past Red Bay.
Photo enthusiasts will want to bring a tripod if possible
and use little or no flash fill. Set your ISO to 400 or less and
allow at least 1-2 second shutter speeds to eliminate noise.

Holiday Events
Virtually all of our recommended establishments offer special holiday events—many from late December
through January. Here’s our top picks for this year’s venues
offering the greatest overall fun, awe and value.
Bona Fide ...........................Island Wide ........................ 326-2662
Cayman’s hottest band! Call their hotline for special holiday season appearances.
Coconut Joe’s .............Seven Mile Beach ................ 945-4408
Affordable, fun and extremely popular among the locals.
Lighthouse ...........................Breakers .......................... 947-2047
Spectacular ocean front atmosphere, special menus for the
holidays from Christmas to New Year’s. Beautiful Ocean Deck
Marriott ........................Seven Mile Beach .................. 949-0088
Extremely popular, amazing ocean front atmosphere,
special menus and events for the holidays from Christmas
to New Year’s
Pappagallo .......................... West Bay ........................... 949-1119
Enormously popular holiday menus and special events.
Wharf ............................Seven Mile Beach .................. 949-2231
Elaborate fireworks, events, guest stars including Barefoot
Man, special menus, happy hours, extended ours and much
more. No cover and extremely popular — Arrive early!
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Feature Restaurant

Lighthouse

50% Discount Every Saturday in November Celebrating 50 Year Anniversary...
Recipient of Wine Spectator
awards of excellence since
1997 and the AAA Diamond
Awards to name a few Lighthouse Restaurant is by any
standard one of the most
cherished restaurants in the
Cayman Islands.
Located along the scenic tranquil shores of Breakers, Lighthouse has been a local landmark
for many decades. Meticulously remodeled and upgraded in
2005, this unique venue for fine dining combines panoramic
seaside settings with all the culture and charm of an historic
air conditioned landmark.
This amazing monument to fine dining features an extensively creative
menu of fresh locally caught seafood
and award winning Italian cuisine
prepared by a team of international
chefs; all under the direct supervision of Captain G—Award Winning
Restaurateur extraordinaire!
Abundant seating options include their brand new deck
directly over the ocean; screened oceanfront patios and
their prestigious air conditioned
Chart Room, all with magical
ocean views. Their Port Room is
perfect for weddings and private
functions, offering the largest
selection of wine, vintage ports
and grappa’s on the island. Their
well stocked expansive lounge
provides the ideal setting to relax
with your favorite beverage as
you prepare yourself for the meal of a lifetime.
For an oceanfront restaurant of this magnitude, their
prices are extremely reasonable. In consideration of
their innumerable outstanding award winning culinary
masterpieces, breathtaking seaside ambiance and superb
customer service, Lighthouse dishes up among the highest overall dining value
on the island!
NEW! Wood burning
oven with tantalizing
toppings by the sea!
Their gift shop boasts an
impressive collection of
lighthouse and nautical
theme memorabilia. With so many fabulous one of a kind
and affordable souvenirs to choose from, be sure to visit
Lighthouse before completing your souvenir shopping!
Lighthouse is one of Cayman’s greatest treasures and
guaranteed to satisfy your culinary appetite well beyond even the highest expectations.
Lighthouse is open daily for lunch and dinner. Reservations are strongly recommended as this restaurant
is extremely popular among the locals.
Located in Breakers/Map 1 • Reservations: 947-2047
Always book direct—see coupon section for discounts
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porating traditional ingredients into their own unique dishes.
Continental Caribbean Cuisine is a popular catch-phrase
used by many local restaurants to describe their unique
blends of exotic recipes from throughout the Caribbean
and far beyond.
Owing to a rich blend of cultural diversity on the island, there are a vast
array of restaurants featuring renown
chefs from around the world, including: the greater Caribbean, Italy,
France, England, Ireland, Germany,
India, Asia, Cuba and America. The result is an intoxicating blend of flavors
from around the world—combined
with local ingredients and fresh
seafood, served in every imaginable
style and setting.
You will find detailed information pertaining to a wide
assortment of Cayman’s absolute finest restaurant establishments as well as special discount offers and coupons
throughout this section.
Being an island surrounded by fish, seafood is of course
one of Cayman’s most sought after delicacies. All of the
most popular restaurants are featured in this magazine
and obtain the majority of their seafood from local fisherman just as they return from sea. Purchased live, seafood is
served the same day assuring you of the very freshest fish
imaginable. Non-seafood eaters need not despair; virtually
all of the establishments we recommend include a selection of meat and vegetarian dishes prepared in a variety of

Feature Restaurant

Pappagallo
One of the most awe inspiring restaurants on the
island Ristorante Pappagallo
ranks high among Cayman’s
most cherished treasures.

Built in 1985, this monument to tropical architecture is constructed of bamboo, mahogany, wicker, marble and Caymanite. Most notably, a 30 ft tall thatch roof with over 100,000 individual fonds
enshrouding a cornucopia of enchanting seating options,
each incorporating unique elements of nature–intricately
bejeweled with endemic plant and bird life; natural furnishings & adornments enhance the tropical motif, while dozens
of exotic birds provide a soothing chirping sound track.
An extensive wine list and culinary perfectionism by a
team of international chefs create an inimitable confluence
of Northern Italian and Caribbean fares. Pasta dishes are
prepared with authentic homemade noodles, produced
expressly for each magical creation. Making every dish a
personal masterpiece is just one of the many factors making Pappagallo one of the finest restaurants in the world.
Don’t miss the evening of a lifetime in one of the most
exclusive and extravagant tropical settings ever created. If
ever there was a true must–do dining experience, this is it.
Located directly on the lake in West Bay, Map 2
Reservations highly recommended: 949-1119
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creative and exciting ways. Given
its vast ethnic diversity of highly
talented international chefs, fresh
fish, superior service and outstanding ambiance, Cayman is one of the
world’s top culinary destinations.
Lavish all-you-can-eat buffet dinners with exciting live entertainment can be found at many venues
throughout the island, offering
spectacular value for your dining
dollar. Select offerings include lavish selections of fresh
local and imported seafood, open-fire barbecues, poultry;
even authentic roast pig—all at very reasonable all-inclusive
prices. Dramatic oceanfront settings provide idyllic romantic
backdrops for evening festivities, often including entertainment such as fire eaters, limbo dancers, live music, dancers,
and much more. Throughout this section you will find many
excellent opportunities to experience an abundance of the
island’s finest cuisine and culture at surprisingly affordable prices. This is an excellent opportunity to experience
an abundance of the island’s finest cuisine and culture at
surprisingly affordable prices by using coupons at select
establishments.
Wine connoisseurs will be impressed with the quality and diversity of wine offered throughout the island. Given the broad
ethnic diversity of restaurant
owners, you will find a seemingly endless selection of the
finest wines from all around
the world. Beer drinkers will
also find several brands which
are not available in the US.
Heineken beer sold here has a
higher alcohol content than it does in the US. Be sure
to try Caybrew’s many beers, including CayLight, White
Tip and their latest Pirate’s Week special lager. Sample
Caybrew’s sensational locally produced beers absolutely free with special offers in our coupon section.
You will find Caybrew offered at all of the most popular
restaurants and bars in the Cayman Islands.
Many popular attractions
have restaurants on site, including Schooner at the Turtle
Farm, overlooking their turtle
lagoon. Their menu boasts a
variety of local and international dishes prepared by experienced local chefs. Because
the Cayman Tur tle Farm is
dedicated to both conservation and carefully calibrated
commercial sales of traditional
food products, Schooner’s also offers a modest selection of turtle dishes for visitors interested in venturing
farther back into the island’s culinary past.
Whatever your pleasure, budget and appetite desire, your
every culinary dream can be fulfilled in the Cayman Islands.
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Feature Breakfast

Coconut Joe’s
Coconut Joe’s knows
breakfast...
Begin your day with a
spectacular breakfast at
Coconut Joe’s! Using the
finest fresh ingredients
and calling on generations
of proven recipes, Joe’s
adds a refreshing twist to
a traditional hearty American breakfast.

Their secret recipe for light
crunchy hash brown potatoes is famous throughout the
island! Classic dishes such as Eggs Benedict or eggs with
hash browns and sausage, ham or bacon come alive in their
upbeat tropical surroundings and unique indoor/outdoor
seating options. For a special treat try their delicious pancake specialties: Raspberry, Banana, Apple Cinnamon and
Cherry. Fresh pastries, bagels, Danish, muffins and Health
Nut Granola cereals are prepared with a blend of flavor
that only Joe knows! Power eaters will enjoy the mammoth
portions of their “OMG - It’s Huge” or special breakfast BLT.
Enjoy a side of fresh fruit and juices and Starbucks brand
coffee. Breakfast is served daily from 7:00am.
See coupon section for spectacular breakfast deal!
Located across from the Marriott, Map 3/E-10. 943-JOES

Restaurant News

Hard Rock Cafe
With 26 custom manufactured back-lit Stingray guitars running up
the stairs to the café the
new Hard Rock is far
more Caymanian than
the previous incarnation.
They even offer Cayman
lemonade, Black Beard
Bloody Marys and a specialty margarita drink
concoction.

Their expansive downstairs gift shop, the “Rock Shop” is a
cornucopia of authentic Hard Rock memorabilia, including many items available only here in the Cayman Islands.
Their upstairs restaurant boasts breathtaking panoramic
views of George Town Harbour, with a full bar and restaurant featuring all of your Hard Rock favorites as well as many
unique drinks and dishes.
The Hard Rock Café offers an impressive local beer selection, with Caybrew, Caybrew Premium Light, White Tip,
Ironshore Bock and Mango Tango on tap.
And what better way to compliment a fine brew than with
Hard Rock’s traditional menu favorites, including potato
skin nachos; their world famous burgers, and smokehouse
specialties. And always save room for their world famous
mouth watering desserts!
See Coupon Section for Special Savings!
Located in George Town, Map 4/K-20
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Nightly Events

NIGHTLY (Mon – Sat)
Anchor & Den at Marriott: Chic music,; eclectic in spirit and Art de
Vivre in one great room. SAVE! 10% - see Coupon Section
Bona Fide: Cayman’s hottest band featuring local and international
favorites. Dates change due to high popularity. Performances islandwide. Call their hotline for current venues: 326-2662 | 938-3433
Cayman Private Charters: Champagne sunset cruises. Choose from 3
luxury yachts. Dine on board or cruise to restaurants accessible by sea.
Coconut Joe’s: Happy hour 4pm-7pm. Special pricing on Beer, Selected Wines and Local Spirits
Lighthouse Restaurant: 5% off any dinner with coupon (coupon
section)
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Sunset Sail Thurs-Sat, 5:45-7:45pm,
includes rum punch and appies, US $39 adults
Wharf: Happy hour 5-7pm Oceanside bar. 7pm and 9pm Tarpon
fish feeding
Sunday
Coconut Joe’s: 2-4-1 Rum Punch
Marriott: Boulangerie Brunch (MORNING)
Monday
Coconut Joe’s: buckets of Sol | 2-4-1 Mudslides
Veranda at Marriott: Special A la carte dinner
Tuesday
Atlantis Submarines: Night dives to 100 feet
Bona Fide: Kaibo 6pm. All you can eat buffet. 326-2662
Coconut Joe’s: buckets of Coolers Light | 2-4-1 Seven Mile Sunsets
Anchor & Den at Marriott: Taco Specials
Wharf Restaurant: Salsa Tuesday, Free lessons 9:30pm with Kirk &
Live music with DJ Flex. Come Salsa under the stars with the stars.
Wednesday
Coconut Joe’s: buckets of Amstel Light, 2-4-1 Rum & Coke
Veranda at Marriott: Lobster Fete. See coupon section for special
savings
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Champagne Sunset Cruise 6-8pm.
$69 adults, $49 kids, includes bottomless champagne, appies, cash bar
Thursday
Atlantis Submarines: Night dives to 100 feet
Coconut Joe’s: buckets of Caybrew, 2-4-1 Margaritas
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Sunset Sail, 5:45-7:45pm, includes
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bottomless rum punch, US $39 adults
Anchor & Den at Marriott: El Mercat, Nit de Tapes
Wharf: 5-9pm French Champagne w DJ Marcelle. Free Hors D’oeuvres.
CI$12.00 per Glass OR CI$68.00 per bottle
Friday
Coconut Joe’s: Buckets of Heineken, 2-4-1 Passion Fruit Daiquiris
Anchor & Den at Marriott: Chic Music, Eclectic Spirit and Art de Vivre
in one Great Room
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Sunset Sail, 5:45-7:45pm, includes
bottomless rum punch, US $39 adults
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Champagne Sunset Cruise 6-8pm.
$69 adults, $49 kids, includes bottomless champagne, appies, cash bar
Wharf: TGIF Happy Hour 5- 7pm with live or D.J. music and FREE delicious hors d’oeuvres. Eugenio Leon “Harpist Extraordinaire” Serenades
table-side Every Friday from 6:00pm till 9:00pm. Classic Friday’s” Every
Friday With DJ Flex. 9:00pm till close. Featuring 70’s, 80’s, 90’s and top
40 hits. Boogie Nights last Friday of every month, old school dance
party 9:30pm
Saturday
Coconut Joe’s: buckets of Red Stripe, 2-4-1 Vodka Red Bull
Paradise Sailing & Snorkeling: Sunset Sail, 5:45-7:45pm, includes
bottomless rum punch, US $39 adults
Veranda at Marriott: Special A la carte dinner
Marriott: Boulangerie Sunday Brunch (TOMORROW MORNING)
Wharf: Barefoot Man Live with Sea ‘N B on Seven Mile Beach, only at
The Wharf Restaurant starting at 8:30 pm. FREE admission.
Lighthouse Restaurant - NOVEMBER ONLY - 50 Year Anniversary
Save 50% on dinner menu, wine list and beverages

Entertainment Tips
 Nightly events are subject to change. Always call
the establishment directly to con irm.
 Some establishments close on Sunday, including
most bars, liquor stores and markets. Remember to
stock up on supplies beforehand. Service station
mini marts are open all day Sunday.

Please don’t drink and drive
- Severe Penalties!
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Feature Restaurant

The Wharf
Cayman’s premier seaside
restaurant. Among visitors
and locals alike, The Wharf has
long been regarded as one of
the best restaurants on the
island. Located at the very start
of Seven Mile Beach, it affords
the most panoramic ocean
view imaginable.

Begin your evening with an
exotic tropical drink at their
popular seaside “Ports of Call”
bar; relax Oceanside, watch
a magnificent Cayman sunset and listen to the waves
cascade against the shore as you prepare yourself for the
meal of a lifetime.
At the Wharf, you
are always assured
unsurpassed cuisine,
impeccable service
and a unique and unforgettable ambiance
enhanced by their extraordinary Oceanside dining. You may
also choose the perfect bottle of wine to compliment your
dinner from their award winning climate-controlled wine
cellar featuring over Barefoot Man performs Saturdays
300 different botNo Cover Charge!
tles and vintages,
honoured yearly with the Wine Spectator Award. Choose from
a vast array of daily specials or select from an international a
la carte menu filled with mouth-watering dishes prepared by
a team of international chefs lead by Executive Chef Christian
Reiter of Austria. Extensive
Children’s men also available.
The Wharf provides spectacular nightly specials,
entertainment and events
with no cover charge; they
change frequently so check our Nightly Events section for
all the latest information.
Every night at 9:00 they ring the bell by the sea for their
special Tarpon (Fish) feeding. Great fun for ALL ages.
The Wharf is truly world-class dining, set in a remarkable and breathtaking Oceanside/Seaside setting.
The Wharf is the perfect venue
for weddings, wedding dinners,
beach ceremonies, rehearsal dinner’s special group functions, birthday’s, anniversaries—you name it, The Wharf
does it all!
Located at the start of Seven Mile Beach • Map 3/D–13
Reservations Recommended
Phone: 949-2231
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Entertainment

After dinner, begin your evening with a charismatic sunset
stroll along Seven Mile Beach. Look for the legendary green
flash where the sun meets the sea at the instant it disappears behind the horizon.
After-hours events include: Private and share dinner cruises, sunset dinner and cocktail
cruises, night dives, live music,
dancing, submarine rides, happy
hours, dinner shows, martini
bars, bioluminescent tours; cinema and theater; late night
sands seating; star gazing and much more.
Non-divers can enjoy the thrill of a night dive without even
getting wet aboard a spacious state of the art submarine
with Atlantis Adventures.
Many venues feature buffets, happy hours and live entertainment. Check our Nightly Events section for the latest
appearances and special events.
Evening entertainment includes
everything from world-class techno clubs to intimate bars and
lounges. All of our recommended
night spots attract a diverse mix of
locals and visitors in safe, fun environments and the cultural
experience can be truly rewarding.
For floating entertainment, try an intimate sunset dinner
cruise with Cayman Private Charters, aboard a 60’ yacht!

Entertainment Tips
 Most bars close at 1am Mon-Fri and Midnight on
Saturday & Sunday . Some clubs stay open until 3am
but most are closed on Sunday.
Most liquor stores close by 7:00pm.
All liquor stores close Sundays & holidays.
Drinking age is 18
Penalties for drinking & driving are severe!
Check with Georges Kayaks to see if conditions
are conducive for bio’ paddles—must be seen to be
believed.
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Feature Sunset Cruise

Paradise Sailing
and Snorkeling

Sail in crowd free comfort
and style, priced to please.
This will be the most intimate and romantic sunset
sail you’ve ever embarked
upon. Bask in the spectacular beauty of the tropical sun and sea at their most captivating hour aboard a luxurious 44 foot sailing catamaran.
Equipped with every amenity and
full on board safety gear, their
sunset cruises offer something
for everyone. Enjoy champagne,
chicken wings, Vegetable Platters,
cash bar and unlimited rum punch.
Their friendly knowledgable crew have over 30 years experience in Cayman waters , including a captain, first mate,
bartender and photographer.
Departing from Camana Bay, they sail every Thurs. Fri. & Sat.
from 5:45 to - 7:45 pm. All charters and trips are available
by advanced bookings only.
Best Rates Anywhere! US$ - $39/adult | $29/children under
12) | children under 2 sail free.
Ask about their bioluminescence, beach barbecue and
champagne sail tours; see inside back cover for more info.
Book online using their handy interactive calendar at
ParadiseSailingAndSnorkeling.com or call 936-7245.

to all the top attractions

Cayman is rich in beauty and culture. While the past few
decades have brought all the latest technology and contemporary amenities, they have amalgamated well into
the fabric of the islands’ intrinsic beauty and rich cultural
heritage, which remain very much in tact.
George Town is the capital of the Cayman Islands and center to government , banking and
insurance sectors. Points of interest include: the clock tower, public
library, post office, and harbor.
Located directly on the waterfront,
the Seaman’s Monument and Fort
George provide engaging photo
opportunities. Fort George was constructed in 1790 to defend against
French and Spanish marauders. The
original cannons remain.
Seven Mile Beach (as the name implies), is one extensive
beach nearly seven miles long. Miles of white sand caressed by tranquil turquoise
waters; dotted with resorts,
condos, shops, boutiques,
bars, restaurants and every
conceivable water activity.
If you cannot find anything
appealing to you on Seven
Mile Beach, you may want to rethink your next vacation.
While there are many public beaches on the island, the
most acclaimed is simply referred to as “Public Beach”.
Clearly marked on map 3,
Public Beach offers a wide
range of amenities including: a playground, cabanas,
picnic tables, BBQ pits and
rest rooms, creating the ideal
playground for family gatherings.
At the far northern end of Seven Mile Beach lies Cemetery
Beach. Easily identified by the brightly decorated grave
sites, look for the Beach Access sign and follow the short
trail to the beach.
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Feature Horseback

Pampered Ponies

Established in 1996, Pampered Ponies is among
Cayman’s most experienced and revered horseback operations. Known
for their deep love and respect of horses, Pampered
Ponies really do pamper every single one of their beloved
horses—and their guests too!
Pampered Ponies offer morning and afternoon beach rides,
moonlight rides, private rides and lessons. But their most
popular ride by far is swimming bareback in a typically calm
and protected area near Barkers National Park in West Bay.
Transportation is provided free of charge or you can make
the scenic drive and
meet at the ranch.
You will be greeted
by Lori and her staff
and introduced to
your horse. With
over a dozen horses to choose from,
they match the
horse to your riding skills and physical characteristics. You are
of course welcome to request any horse.
With everyone briefed and comfortable, they embark
through meandering trails along the expansive shoreline.
Experienced riders may canter their horses along the beach.
After about an hour, when the horses are warm, guests are
given the option to swim bareback in a protected area of
the warm Caribbean Sea. We highly encourage you to
choose this option! Swimming bareback, you will move as
one with your horse through the ocean as the gentle waves
cascade across your
back. This is truly a
once in a lifetime opportunity right up
there with Stingray
City! The horses are
all seasoned swimmers and absolutely
love swimming.
After the swim, the horses are re-saddled, refreshed, ready
to take you for another ride along the shore.
Pampered Ponies offer very competitive rates for all of their
rides and include free transports to Seven Mile Beach and
George Town (near cruise terminals).
www ponies.ky | email ponies@candw.ky | Phone 916-2540
Located in West Bay, Map 2
See coupon section for 10% savings!

Horseback Riding Tips
 Not all companies actually swim their horses;
some just wade around in the ocean. ASK SPECIFICALLY if your horse will swim or walk in the ocean.
Compare costs accurately by asking if price includes swimming bareback on beach rides
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Primarily a snorkel site, Cemetery Beach is
beautiful and removed somewhat from the
profusion of central Seven Mile Beach. Capacious trees furnish ample shade and picnic
tables are available. Please be respectful of
the adjoining private property.
As you make your way towards the north end of Seven
Mile Beach, you will find even more expansive white sand
beaches with plenty of unobstructed beach access.
South Sound refers to the bay of water and adjoining land
along this southern stretch of the island. The sound—less
than 8 ft. deep, is largely comprised of turtle grass, rocks
and juvenile fish. Not particularly suited to swimming or
snorkeling, it is often suitable for
windsurfing.
Smith Cove resides within this
prestigious community of predominately modern upscale
homes. Red Bay Dock lies near the
easternmost end, which will most likely be your departure
point when diving during a nor’wester.
West Bay, primarily a residential and
farming community, comprises the
western most region of the island and is
home to several secluded beaches and attractions. Just past Cemetery Beach at the
four way stop, look to the left for Boggy
Sands Road. Here you
will find miles of secluded
white sand beaches, most
with good snorkeling near
shore and excellent diving beginning as close as
50 yards from shore. This
entire area provides an
excellent opportunity to
interact with hundreds
of species of fish & corals, turtles, stingrays and even the
occasional manta ray or shark, all in their natural habitats.
Non–swimmers, pull up a tree and bask in the shade of
endemic Sea Grape and Almond trees, ideally situated
near the shoreline. Bring your favorite books, snacks &

Sightseeing Fast Facts
 The steam powered clock tower in George Town
was built in 1937 as a monument to King George V,
after whom the town was named.
A nor’wester is a storm which generates strong
winds and high seas along the north and west areas
of the island. Nor’westers occasionally occur between November and April, usually lasting 2–3 days.
If you don’t want to rent a car Cayman Safari will
take you to many of Cayman’s most scenic and cultural spots. They even include local food tasting! See
coupon section special for discounts
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Feature Attraction

Botanical Park
A world-class facility, their Annual Orchid Show is eagerly
anticipated by floral enthusiasts
throughout the world. For less
than the cost of a cocktail you
can experience miles of the most
beautiful and diverse flora and
fauna in the entire Caribbean.

Highlights include: QE II Monument composed of stone, fossils
and Silver Thatch palms; Visitors’
Centre 2 story Caymanian building with gift shop; Heritage Garden Traditional style Caymanaian
cottage complete with medicinal
garden, depicting island living
in the early 20th century; Floral
Color Garden vibrantly colored flowers leading to the gazebo, a
favorite centerpiece for weddings and brunches; 2 acre lake and adjacent wetlands; Habitat and Breeding Area for native birds, attracts
bird-watchers from around the world; Woodland Trail, just under a
mile of landscape that changes distinctly every few hundred yards;
Blue Iguana Habitat, frequently found freely roaming the grounds;
Orchids, including 4 species found nowhere else on the planet! Virtual
Herbarium searchable index of high-resolution photos of each specimen with descriptions. Butterflies - Many native and endemic species.
Open daily from 9am - 5:30pm | Last admission 4:30pm.
Closed Christmas day and Good Friday
Phone 947-9462 | info@botanic-park.ky
See Coupon Section for Special Savings
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Feature Attraction

Pedro St. James
Step Back in time and experience the history and heritage
that blossoms at Pedro St
James!

Known by locals as ‘Pedro Castle’, this Great House is the oldest surviving stone structure
in the Cayman Islands. It is also
the “birthplace of democracy”,
and home to Cayman’s many
cultural and historic tales. Built
using slave labour in 1780 by a
wealthy Englishman, this home
earned its name as a castle due
to its sweeping mahogany verandas, sturdy stone walls and
slate roof. At a time when most
people lived in small thatch houses, and Cayman’s population was
just 500 people, this spectacularly built three story home certainly
was ‘Cayman’s Castle’.
A visit to Pedro St James is always time well spent. Explore the
Great House and 18th Century artefacts. Absorb the beauty of
the panoramic ocean views, and 7 landscaped acres. Enjoy a 3-D
multi-sensory movie that will transport you back in time, and take
a guided tour by a local, for a truly authentic experience.
Pedro St James provides a stunning location for weddings, events,
and photo opportunities, owing to its expansive grounds, breathtaking backdrops, and rich history.
1-345-947-3329 | info@pedrostjames.ky
See Coupon Section for Special Savings
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beverages, along with
your dive or snorkel gear
and towels to create your
own free and rewarding
natural excursion.
Hell is aptly named for
its netherworld appearance. A quarter acre of
exposed ironshore devoid of life presents a unique panoramic photo opportunity. Stop by the post office and send
your friends a genuine “postcard from Hell”.
Savannah is home to Pedro St. James Castle. Painstakingly
constructed by slave labor in 1790, it is the oldest structure
on Grand Cayman.
Regarded as “the birthplace
of democracy in the Cayman
Islands”, it was here that the
first elected legislature was
conceived in 1835.
Restored to its original state
during the 1990’s, you can
now walk backwards in time
as you stroll through their labyrinth of rooms, decks and
stairways to the past. Loaded with artifacts and surrounded
by lush tropical oceanfront landscaping, the castle and
grounds provide excellent photo opportunities.
Pedro St. James is a favorite destination wedding location,
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owing to their expansive grounds with panoramic ocean
views and gentle waves cascading against the shore.
A very low admission fee aids in the ongoing maintenance
of this historically significant monument to times past.
See Coupon Section for Special Savings at Pedro’s Castle
Bodden Town, the original capital
of the Cayman Islands, paints a
colorful depiction of a more traditional period.
Breakers is home to Lighthouse,
a must do restaurant and local
monument.
Blow Holes are located 3.9 miles
east of Frank Sound Road. Most pronounced during periods of brisk easterly winds, the spray can reach heights
in excess of 15 ft.
Mastic Trail is located along the
unpaved road by the fire station
on Frank Sound Road. Look for a
small parking area and sign on the
right side of the road. Explore up
to 2 miles of wilderness
Queen Elizabeth II Botanical
Park, which spans over 65 acres,
is situated on Frank Sound Road.
An immense nature preserve, the
park displays a vast diversity of endemic tropical plants,
herbs, flowers, wetlands and wildlife. Additional attractions
include: an authentic 19th century Cayman home complete
with sand & medicinal gardens; lake-front gazebo, plant
shop, Iguana habitat, visitor’s center and café. The park is
open daily (closed Christmas day and Good Friday) from
9am – 5:30pm, last admission 4:30pm. This is a must-do
for nature & photo enthusiasts, and admission is less than
a pool side cocktail.
See coupon section for special savings at Queen
Elizabeth II Botanical Park

Sightseeing Fast Facts
 Grand Cayman is 22 miles long and averages less
than eight miles wide.
Maximum elevation is about 60ft.
Climate averages 85o in the summer, 75o in the
winter. Average humidity ranges from 60-90%.
Water temperature averages 78o in the summer
and 84o in the winter.
Average annual rainfall is 40-60”- most of which
occurring during brief downpours from May - October
Seven Mile Beach is actually closer to 6.5 miles
in length.
George Town Harbour is the primary port of call
for cargo & cruise ship passengers.
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Feature Car Rental

Andy’s Car Rental
Why pay more?

Rent a late model vehicle from Andy’s RentA-Car and explore the
island in style. With most
of their fleet being recently replaced with brand
new vehicles, they now off er one of the widest
selections of superior cars, vans, luxury cars, convertibles, SUVs and jeeps at some of the very best
prices on the island.
At Andy’s you are always assured of the largest
selection of the most dependable vehicles at very
reasonable rates. Priding themselves on superlative
customer service and they utmost in quality vehicles,
they have gained an excellent reputation as Cayman’s
most desirable car rental facility among locals and
visitors alike.
They offer free pickup and drop off to their airport
location from anywhere on Seven Mile Beach. Give
them a call and within minutes you will be enjoying
the freedom of exploring the island at your own pace.
Reservations 949-8111
See coupon section for special savings

Go East!
to the Best of East End & Northside
Destination: East End and Northside | Duration: Full Day
Bring: Swim wear, snorkel gear, hiking shoes, snacks, drinks
Vibrant tropical scenery
and an exciting assortment
of attractions await as you
explore the sites and scenes
to and around the east end
of the island. All you need
for your journey is Activity
Guide, a vehicle and a sense of adventure. Use map 1 and
look for the gold stars attractions along the way.
Starting from Seven Mile Beach, drive towards town
with the ocean on your right and pass through George
Town along scenic South Sound. As you reach the end
of South Sound stay to your right for about a mile and
you will see Caybrew on the right side of the road.
Stop for free samples of their delicious locally produced
beer. Continuing east, a few miles farther on the right
is Pedro’s Castle – plan at least an hour to explore the
castle, theater, gift shop and panoramic ocean views.
Continue east towards Bodden town approximately ten
miles along some of the island’s most scenic coastline
to Frank Sound Rd. From there it’s exactly 4.1 miles to
the Blow Holes. There are swimming and picnic areas
near the blow holes. Continue east until you reach the
north end of Frank Sound Road and look for the Queen’s
Monument. Weather permitting, this area offers spectacular snorkeling and shore diving on the island for
experienced swimmers. From here you can either keep
going straight to see Rum Point or Starfish Point.
Otherwise, turn left on Frank
Sound Rd. to Mastic Trail and
Botanical Park. Drive south on
Frank Sound Road for about 2
miles until you see the entrance
to Botanical Park on your left.
Plan on spending at least an
hour exploring this immense
nature preserve with breathtaking photo opportunities. Then
continue south for about a mile
until you reach Mastic Road – turn right and drive about
a half mile until you see the sign for Mastic Trail. This is
a fairly rugged trail so pace yourself according to your
physical conditioning and the current temperature. If
you become hot or tired, stop, rest and turn back; a mile
or less is usually adequate to see most of the various
types of plant and animal life. Continue south along
Frank Sound Rd. to the main road and turn left for an
extraordinary meal at Lighthouse Restaurant–one of
Cayman’s absolute finest restaurants; or right to return
to George Town and Seven Mile Beach.
See Coupon Section for Special Savings
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Feature Attraction

Turtle Farm

Spend an unforgettable
day at the Cayman Turtle Farm & Conservation
Park-the only one of its
kind in the world, where
marine theme interactive
attractions and encounters bring the wildlife, fun
and heritage of the Cayman Islands to life.
Your first encounter will be the Turtle Breeding Pond. But
don’t just watch the turtles—jump in and swim with them!
Along with a wide assortment of fish and marine life.
Peer through viewing panels and snorkel nose–to–nose
with sharks and other marine predators in their exciting
Predator Tank. Cal ahead for Shark and Turtle feeding times.
Visit the Caribbean Aviary to meet exotic birds and experience close–up encounters with the more curious ones! See
Blue and Gray Iguanas found only in Cayman.
Relax at Breaker’s Lagoon—the largest swimming pool on
island. Learn about the Green Sea Turtle in the Education
Centre and experience days gone by on Cayman Street.
Stroll the Nature Trial, home of the Silver Thatch—Cayman’s
national tree and the elusive national flower, banana orchid.
Grab lunch at Schooner’s and don’t forget to shop at Splash,
featuring a complete range of souvenirs.
West Bay, Map 2. Phone: 949-3894
See coupon section or bring this ad and SAVE 10%

Go West
to the Best West Bay attractions
Destination: Seven Mile Beach to West Bay
Duration: Full Day, Dinner Optional
Bring: Swimwear, snorkel gear, change of clothes, snacks, drinks

Tranquil retreats, isolated
beaches and an exciting
assortment of attractions
and activities await as
you explore the sites and
scenes to and around the
West Bay district. All you
need for your journey is Activity Guide, a vehicle and
a sense of adventure. Use map 2 to locate all the top
attractions along the way.
Starting from Seven Mile Beach, drive north, past public
beach with the ocean on your left until you see a cemetery
on your left, marking the trail to Cemetery Beach. The
darker areas below the surface
denote reefs, which lie about
30 yards from shore at 15–30
feet. Leaving, continue in the
same direction until you reach
the 4–way stop. Behind Texaco
you will see Boggy Sand
Road, which runs about a mile along one of the area’s most
pristine and uninhabited beaches. This is a perfect spot for
walking, snorkeling, picnics or just curling up under a shady
tree with your favorite book and a beverage. Leaving Boggy
Sand, turn left keeping the ocean on your left until you
reach West Bay Dock, where you will find a serene white
sand beach with
clear turquoise
blue water.
Snorkelers can
enjoy consistently per fec t
snorkeling conditions and abundant sea life while
meeting new turtle friends at the Turtle Farm, as well as
sampling some very authentic local food at their on site
restaurant–Schooners. This is a good spot to freshen up for
dinner at Pappagallo—one of Cayman’s most outstanding
local and seafood restaurants. If you’re not hungry yet, continue on to Spanish Bay. Although the resort itself is closed,
you will find easy beach access trails leading to where the
snorkeling and diving conditions are typically exceptional.
No trip to West Bay would be complete without having
dinner at Pappagallo, one of the most popular restaurants on the island. Every dish at Pappagallo is a work of
art and the ambiance is something you will remember
for the rest of your life. Try to coordinate your timing so
you arrive at Pappagallo near dinner time.

Venture out, see the
sights, live...
At the end of the ϔinal journey you will regret the
things you did not do more
than the things you did

to all the best shopping deals

Gifts, Souvenirs Arts & Crafts

If you have already visited a grocery store or restaurant,
you may have noticed that prices in the Cayman Islands are
somewhat higher than back home. The variance is largely
attributed to shipping costs and import duties associated
with most goods. The exchange rate is also a factor, with US
dollars valued 20% lower than Cayman dollars. However, there
are tremendous bargains available to the informed shopper.
Duty rates vary dramatically according to their commodity
classification, ranging from zero to 80%. Locally produced
products are not subject to duty however the ingredients
used to make them may be. By taking advantage of tax and
duty free opportunities, combined with the many discounts
in Activity Guide, you can realize significant savings on your
purchases. The best bargains are local arts & crafts, locally
made jewelry, Blackbeard’s rum & rum cakes, art, cameras,
and other true duty-free items. Some “duty free” shops can
be misleading. Always compare prices for any establishments
not listed in Activity Guide—a phone call is a lot less expensive than a pricey jewelry purchase that may end up costing
less in your home town or purchased over the internet.
Shopping for that perfect gift is facilitated by a wide variety
of stores to choose from. Some of the best prices and most
unique gifts can be found in the gift shops at many of our
recommended restaurants and Cayman’s historical attractions such as Pedro’s Castle, Turtle Farm and Botanical Park.

Shopping Fast Facts
 Each US citizen (including children) can bring
back up to $800 of goods duty free. The amounts are
collective, so a family of three would have a $2,400
duty allowance.

$$$

BONUS: Local products such as arts, crafts and
Bla kbeard’s Rum Cakes are entirely duty free and
you can bring back unlimited quantities, in addition
to your duty allowance.
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Feature Liquor & Rum Cake

Blackbeard’s
Blackbeard’s is the Cayman
Islands premier retailer of
fine wines, beers and spirits
carrying the islands widest
selection of the world’s leading brands.

For the true Cayman Islands
experience choose from
their wide selection of locally-produced own-label spirits.
Their rums are blended and bottled right here on Grand
Cayman; made with filtered water and aged in oak barrels.
Each bottle is individually hand-capped and labelled.
Each location features craft beer suitable for any taste as
well as eclectic and exclusive wines, spirits and alcoholic
beverages from the top regions; and a full range of sodas,
juices and mixers as well as snack items.

Blackbeard’s stores at The Falls, The Strand and Seven Mile
Shops are conveniently located in the heart of Seven Mile
Beach and they offer free delivery to anywhere on Grand
Cayman (order minimum may apply).
Qualified in house wine
specialists will help you
choose the right wine for
the occasion. Blackbeard’s
is the only retailer in Cayman that enables you to try
before you buy using their
exclusive Enomatic wine
dispensing technology.
Their flagship store at Grand
Harbour boasts a 1,000 square foot dedicated wine room,
providing a popular venue for regular tasting events.
Use their handy delivery and pre-order service to stock
up your hotel room, condo or vacation home and be sure
to pick up one of our signature rums or rum cakes for the
perfect souvenir.
Blackbeard’s bake their Rum Cakes with authentic BlackBeard’s rums to the same local recipe that shot them to
popularity over a generation ago.
Call or e-mail Blackbeard’s to let then what you are in the
mood for and they will deliver it to your home or accommodation.
See Coupon Section for Special Savings
Call: 345-949-0938 | E-mail: delivery@blackbeards.ky
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Feature Brewery

Caybrew

The local beer of the Cayman Islands...
Caybrew® is a smooth, full
bodied premium lager, with
a crisp , clean hop character
—awarded a gold medal for
quality by the Monde Selection Jury in Brussels 2008.
CayLight® is a premium
light beer with an alcohol
content of 3.5% and only
95 calories.
Ironshore Bock is an amber beer made with three specialty hops from Washington States Cascade Mountains.
Five cents per can go to DOE, Marine conservation project and Save our Seas. Caybrew aggressively preserves
the environment in the Cayman Islands. Return a case of
empty Caybrew bottles to the Brewery and receive CI$2 .
White Tip was launched as a conservation beer, with a percentage of sales going towards shark preservation programs.
Caybrew offers numerous eco-friendly initiatives, including
reusing their bottles; water purification systems ; and a program providing spent grains to local farmers for cattle feed.
Caybrew is the freshest beer on the Island, guaranteeing
a crisp, clean and refreshing flavor, But don’t take our
word for it; see coupon section and try their delicious
brew absolutely free.
See coupon section for special Caybrew offers!
Location: Red Bay, Map 1. Phone: 947-6699
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Feature Condo

The Anchorage

Affordable, Ocean
Front Seven Mile Beach
- SECLUDED
Nestled on the quiet end
of Seven Mile Beach, The
Anchorage offers two bedroom, two bathroom vacation condo rental. At your
doorstep lies world famous Seven Mile Beach, an amazing
stretch of sugar-soft sand meeting the beautiful turquoise
Caribbean Sea. Known for clean, well-kept, privately owned
units on the most remote stretch of beach, you’ll fell like
you’re in an island within an island.
All unit have fully equipped kitchens, central AC, cable TV,
phone, ceiling fans and screened porch or balcony with
spacious living and dining areas. Ocean front units include
dens that can be used as third bedrooms.
Daily maid service is provided every day except Sunday
and some holidays. Free wireless internet, satellite television; and on site fax and copy service. Their oceanfront
swimming pool lies mere feet from the beach and shaded
beach cabanas. Barbecue grills and laundry facilities are
available pool-side. For those with small children, cribs and
high chairs are offered for your convenience.
Activity enthusiasts can enjoy watersports, diving and land
tours. Do as much or as little as you’ like and make The Anchorage your home for your next Caribbean holiday. You
won’t be disappointed.
Phone: 345-945-5001 | E-mail: smanchor@candw.ky
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Galleries & Local Crafts

Locating those perfect mementos to preserve your vacation
memories in your home forever is one of the most important
vacation decisions you will make. With hundreds of shops
to choose from, the task can be quite daunting so we have
compiled our selection of the most popular galleries offering
the greatest talent, diversity and value, capturing the beauty,
culture and essence of the Cayman Islands. All of our recommended establishments produce their art, craft, jewelry and
other items in the Cayman Islands, making them duty free.
Plan at least half a day to explore all the shops and galleries
listed in this section. You will not
only save time and money while
viewing the most exciting arts and
crafts on the island, you will meet
a cast of exciting and entertaining
characters along the way. Avoid
shopping in Georgetown on Tues–
Thurs, which are the busiest cruise
ship days; any other day—except
Sunday when many stores are
closed will offer the least congestion and easiest parking.
Paintings of every kind, carvings, statuettes, photography,
sculpture and jewelry are among the many items available
to choose from. Before setting out on your gallery day,
think of places in your (or friends) home that could use a
little splash of color and ethnicity and then juxtapose that
onto your favorite type of art – the perfect choice is now
reduced to a matter of selection.
Hand Crafted Jewelry and Statuettes, made from local
material such as Caymanite and
Black Coral (imported) as well as
a dazzling array of internationally
procured substances is on display
at Mitzi’s. Mitzi herself is a work of
art and one of Cayman’s greatest
treasures. Stop by and meet the
legend!
Black Coral is not taken from Cayman Islands waters
for use in any products sold here; it is imported for
crafting from offshore locations including Honduras;
harvested by professional
divers and taken from depths
and locations well beyond
recreational dive limitations.
Want your arts and craft prod-
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Feature Artist

Mitzi’s Fine Jewelry

Original and unique hand-crafted jewelry and art. Mitzi started
creating black coral art while
still in high school – working during the evenings
and selling her work on
the corner near the cruise
ship landing. Today, Mitzi is
working her magic on many
exotic and precious materials, such as: black opals, azurite, emeralds, rubies, black
pearls, Caymanite and shipwreck
coins to name but a few. Her passion and devotion to her
work is evident in every piece of her art, depicting unparalleled craftsmanship and a truly rare and gifted talent.
Mitzi’s work is equaled only by her vivacious personality and
charm. No visit to the Cayman Islands would be complete
without a visit to Mitzi’s gallery and meeting the genius behind the creations. Conveniently located in Seven Mile Beach,
be sure to stop by and see her magnificent works of art.
Bring the coupon in this magazine and Mitzi will give
you a piece of black coral absolutely FREE for simply
stopping by and saying hello. This is sure to be one of
the highlights of your vacation.
Bay Harbour Centre, 7 Mile Beach. Map 3/C-8 • 945-5014
See Coupon section for special savings!
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ucts shipped to your home? No problem, all of our recommended galleries ship worldwide and provide
online tracking. Duty exemptions
for locally produced crafts extend
to shipped products so you will not incur any additional
charges beyond shipping costs.
Be sure to check our coupon section for special savings
on arts & crafts, jewelry, paintings, souvenirs and many
other items.
Caymanite is an extremely hard material and must
be worked with special
tools including diamondtipped cutting wheels
and grinders. Extensive
polishing produces a brilliant, marble-like finish.
The art of working and
shaping Caymanite is
very specialized, requiring many years of practice. Caymanite epitomizes the
raw beauty of the Cayman Islands and no two pieces are
exactly alike.
Caymanite is an amalgamation of Nickel, Phosphorus,
Magnesium, Iron, Copper, Aluminum, Potassium, Sodium, Calcium and Oxygen. Colors range from reddishorange to multi-hued browns and hues of black and
white. Beauty and rarity have elevated its prestige, as
demonstrated among its popularity among diplomats,
celebrities and royalty. Found only in Cayman, it represents a genuine piece of prehistoric Caymanian history.
Look for Caymanite discounts in our coupon section and
take a little piece of Cayman home with you—literally.

Shopping Tips
 Stores in George Town are busy on cruise ship days,
best time to shop is on Friday and Saturday.
 Most retail stores are closed on Sunday, including
grocery stores. Most gas station convenience stores
are open on Sunday for soft drinks, snacks, and some
grocery items.
 Most stores offer their prices in US Dollars. Grocery
store prices are in CI Dollars. Be sure to ask wherever
you shop.
 Cayman does not have sales tax, but retail store prices
re lect shipping and duty costs in their prices. Duty Free
merchandise does not.
 The gift shops at restaurants and attractions such as
Turtle Farm, Lighthouse, Pedro’s Castle and The Wharf
typically offer the greatest selections and prices on gifts
speci ic to your individual tastes.
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Spa Treatments

Tropical sun, salt water, chlorine and humidity all take a
toll on your skin and hair, while many activities exhaust the
body. Now is the perfect time to treat yourself to a soothing
rejuvenating spa treatment.
There are many spas on the island that you can visit but
for the ultimate in pleasure and convenience, look for an
operation that brings the entire spa experience to you.
Relax in the comfort of your own condo, hotel, home or
even right on the beach to take advantage of your beautiful
tropical surroundings.
Don’t burn up valuable vacation time driving to spas. Braid
Buggy brings the total spa experience to your accommodations for much less than you would pay at most walk in
spas. They offer mobile hair braiding and full spa services
including quality body massage, hair braiding and all spa
treatments Their $45 1/2 hour massage is the best deal ever!
See coupon section for special savings
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Real Estate

Purchasing property in the Cayman Islands is a realistic
prospect for locals and visitors alike. With breathtaking beach
front condominiums now starting as low as US$225,000,
everyone can find their dream
homes at affordable prices.
Fractionals are currently the
hottest new trend in real estate.
For the cost of a few vacations,
your condo will be FREE for the
rest of your visits, forever!
The Cayman Islands economy is
the most stable in the Caribbean
and the government—backed by
the UK, operates a guaranteed land
registry system. This affords you the
reassurance that your purchased
property does in fact belong to you
and will remain yours until such
time as you may wish to sell.
A real estate agent can guide you through the purchase
process, offer local knowledge and be the link to local
contacts including lenders, lawyers and service providers. Agency fees are entirely paid for by the seller. The
most critical aspect of such
an important undertaking
begins with the selection of an
experienced, honest, reliable
agent, with multiple listing
access and extensive experience on the island. We highly
recommend Bill Baldwin of
Paradise Properties Cayman
Ltd. Born in the Cayman Islands, Bill brings decades of experience to the Cayman Islands
real estate market. Through the multiple listing system (MLS),
Bill has instant access to every property currently available for
sale in the Cayman Islands and always acts diligently in the
best interests of his clients.
For more information and details you can contact Bill
Baldwin directly at 345-949-7355 or 345-916-2455; or via
e-mail: Bill@ParadisePropertiesCayman.com

to superior special events
The size and venue of your
special occasion is limited
only by your budget and
creativity. While ocean-front
restaurants and resorts are
the most popular, consider
locations with lush tropical
surroundings and rich Caribbean culture such as Botanical Park and Pedro’s Castle.
You can even host your function lakeside in a remote bird
sanctuary. If you are staying
at one of our recommended
resorts, they will not only handle all of your event planning
but also give you and your guests discount rates.
Whether you prefer an elaborate church wedding, a simple
beach ceremony or a corporate or personal group function,
the Cayman Islands idyllic climate, beauty, accommodations and amenities assure the most rewarding memories.
Marriages require only a few simple documents that can be
coordinated prior to arrival so all you will need to bring is
proof of citizenship, age and marital status.

 All of our highly recommended wedding and event
venues have experienced planners on staff to ensure
your complete satisfaction. Avoid third–party confusion
and reduce costs by booking your special event direct.
Use our handy event planning guide or call for personal
vacation and event planning assistance: 345-947-5431
Restaurants – Waterfront with private function areas
Venue......................................Location ................ Phone (345)
Lighthouse .......................................Breakers ...........................947–2047
Pappagallo ...................................... West Bay...........................949–1119
The Wharf ................................Seven Mile Beach ..................949–2311
Resorts – Oceanfront with private function areas
Marriott Beach Resort .........Seven Mile Beach ..................949–0088
Nature Parks & Cultural Venues
Turtle Farm ..................................... West Bay...........................949–3894
Botanical Park ............................... Northside ..........................947–9462
Pedro’s Castle ........................... Bodden Town......................947–3323
Yacht Weddings
Cayman Private Charters .........................................................926–2722
Live Music by Cayman’s Hottest Band
Bona Fide................................ All Styles of Music ...................326-2662
Wedding Photography
Cayman Photographs ................................................................947-5431
Personal Assistance Wedding Hotline ........................345-947-5431
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Helpful
local phone
numbers
Visitor Information: Planning activities, selecting restaurants, arranging
tours to maximize savings while avoiding
crowds & congestion — Activity Guide cares about the quality
of your vacation. Call our Help Line ...................... 947-5431
Airport .................................................................... 949-2635
Customs ................................................................. 949-2473
Dentist .................................................................... 949-6281
Directory Assistance ......................................................... 411
Hospital .................................................................. 949-8600
Immigration ............................................................ 949-8344
Library .................................................................... 949-5159
Local Operator ..................................................................... 0
Overseas Operator ........................................................... 010
Police/Fire/Ambulance ...................................................... 911
Police Station .......................................................... 949-4222
Post Office .............................................................. 949-2474
Vehicle and Licensing Department........................... 945-8344
Taxi (See Coupon for Discount) ............................... 949-5702
Department of Tourism ........................................... 949-0623
Sister Island Tourist Information............................... 948-2266
Chamber of Commerce .......................................... 949-8090

Personal phone
numbers
& notes

